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In 1790, we numbered about 760,000
and in 1990, we numbered nearly
30 million.

Figure 1.
Black Population: 1900 to 1990
(Millions)

In 1790, when the first census was taken, Blacks
numbered about 760,000. In 1860, at the start
of the Civil War, the Black population increased
to 4.4 million, but the percentage dropped to
14 percent from 19 percent. Most were slaves,
with only 488,000 counted as freemen." By
1900, our population had doubled and reached
8.8 million.

30.0
26.5
22.6
18.9

In 1910, about 90 percent of the Black population
lived in the South but large numbers began miĆ
grating north looking for better job opportunities
and living conditions. The Black population
reached the 15 million mark in 1950 and was
close to 27 million in 1980.

15.0
11.9

In 1990, the Black population numbered about
30 million and represented 12 percent of the total
population, the same proportion as in 1900. The
13Ćpercent population growth between 1980 and
1990 was oneĆthird higher than the national
growth of 10 percent.

In 1990, about oneĆthird of the Black
population was under 18 years old.
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Figure 2.
Age and Sex of the Black Population: 1990
(Percent)
Male
6.8

Female
9.8

65 years and over
2.9

60 to 64 years

3.5

3.2

55 to 59 years

3.6

3.8
4.5
6.1
7.6

50 to 54 years
45 to 49 years
40 to 44 years
35 to 39 years

4.1
4.8
6.4
7.9

30 to 34 years

9.0

9.1

25 to 29 years

9.0

8.9

20 to 24 years

8.3

9.5

15 to 19 years

8.3

9.3

10 to 14 years

8.1

9.5

5 to 9 years

8.4

9.9

Under 5 years

8.7

8.8

Median age = 26.6

2

9.7

Note: Numbers in bars represent Blacks as
a percent of the total population.

The Black votingĆage population increased to
20.4 million in 1990 from 17.1 million in 1980.

The average life expectancy for a newborn
Black baby in 1980 was 68 years, compared with
74 years for a White baby. By 1990, life expecĆ
tancy for Blacks averaged 69 years, about
6 years less than that for Whites.
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The median age of Blacks in 1990 was 28 years,
up from 25 years in 1980. Black males had a
lower median age than Black females. A smaller
proportion of Black males than Black females
were 65 years old and over. This reflects, in part,
the higher mortality of Black males.

About 47 percent of the Black population were male,
and 53 percent were female.

9.8

8.8

12.9

Median age = 29.5

Between 1980 and 1990, the number of
Black persons 65 years old and over
increased from 2.1 to 2.5 million.

Figure 3.
Black Persons 65 Years Old and
Over by Sex for the United States
and Regions: 1990

Black women dominated the older age groups.
In 1990, 62 percent of Black elderly persons were
women, and only 38 percent were men.

(Percent distribution)

The proportion of Blacks who were elderly grew
from 7.9 percent in 1980 to 8.4 percent in 1990.
In contrast, the elderly were a higher proportion
among Whites; they were 14 percent in 1990,
up from 12 percent in 1980.
Black elderly persons are located in all States of
this country. The regional distribution of Black
elderly persons was similar to the distribution of
all Blacks in the United StatesĊ55 percent of the
Black elderly were in the South.

United States

South

Nationally, 84 percent of the Black population
lived in metropolitan areas in 1990, 57 percent in
the central cities, and 27 percent in the suburbs
(outside central cities).

Over oneĆhalf of the Black population lived in the
South in 1990 Ċ a proportion that has not
changed since 1970. The Midwest and NorthĆ
east each had 19 percent Black, and 9 percent
lived in the West.
Between 1980 and 1990, the Black population
growth rate was highest in the West and lowest in
the Midwest.
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Figure 4.
Black Population in Metropolitan
Areas for the United States and
Regions: 1990

In 1990, most of us live in
metropolitan areas.

Our suburban population grew by 29 percent
between 1980 and 1990, reaching about 7 perĆ
cent of the Nation's suburban population.

61.5

60.4

Midwest

West

In 1990, at least 95 percent of all Blacks in the
Northeast, Midwest, and West regions lived in
metropolitan areas. In contrast, only 72 percent
of those in the South lived in metropolitan areas.

Female

63.2

Northeast

Male

Percent Metropolitan

(Percent
distribution)

United States

South

Northeast

Midwest

West

Outside central cities
Inside central cities

57.3

26.5

44.1

27.9

73.9

83.8

72.0

24.6

77.3

57.5

98.5

18.1 95.4

39.5

97.0
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Many of us live in the Nation's largest
metropolitan areas.
In 1990, about 40 percent of the Black population
resided in just 10 consolidated metropolitan staĆ
tistical areas (CMSA's) and metropolitan statistiĆ
cal areas (MSA's), nearly the same proportion as
in 1980.
Seven of these 10 metropolitan areas were also
among the 10 most populous in the Nation.
Blacks represented 20 percent or more of the
total population in 4 of these 10 metropolitan
areas. For example, Blacks represented 27 perĆ
cent of all persons residing in the Washington
DC, MSA. Although the 10 metropolitan areas
were scattered across the country, 5 were loĆ
cated in the South.

Figure 5.
Ten Metropolitan Statistical
Areas With the Largest Black
Population: 1990
(Thousands)
New York, NY
CMSA

In 5 of these 10 cities, Blacks represented more
than 50 percent of the total population. They
were Detroit, Washington, DC, New Orleans,
Baltimore, and Memphis.
Among the 100 cities with the largest Black
populations, the city with the highest proportion
of Blacks in both 1980 and 1990 was East St.
Louis, Illinois, where 98 percent of its residents
were Black.
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1,548

Chicago, IL CMSA
Los Angeles, CA
CMSA

1,230

Philadelphia, PA
CMSA

1,100

Washington, DC MSA

1,042
975

Detroit, MI CMSA
Atlanta, GA MSA

736

Houston, TX
CMSA

665

Baltimore,
MD MSA

616

Miami, FL
CMSA

591

Figure 6.
Ten Cities With the Largest Black
Population: 1990

The cities with the most populous
Black populations in both 1990 and
1980 were New York, Chicago, Detroit,
and Philadelphia.
Of the 10 cities with the largest Black populaĆ
tion, 5 gained population and 5 lost population
during the 1980's. New York City had the
largest numerical and percentage increase,
while Chicago decreased by about 9 percent
and Washington, DC lost about 11 percent
between 1980 and 1990.

3,289

(Thousands)
2,103

New York, NY
1,088

Chicago, IL
778

Detroit, MI

632

Philadelphia, PA
Los Angeles, CA

488

Houston, TX

458

Baltimore, MD

436

Washington, DC

400

Memphis, TN

335

New Orleans, LA

308

In 1990, our population was 1 million or
more in 16 States.
Blacks were represented in every State in 1990,
from about 2,000 in Vermont to 2.9 million in New
York, and 16 States had 1 million or more Blacks
in 1990. These 16 States were home to 80 perĆ
cent of the Black population.
Four States, New Jersey, Maryland, South CaroliĆ
na, and Alabama, reached 1 million between
1980 and 1990. Six of the 10 States with the
largest Black populations were in the South.
California and Texas joined New York as the
only States with Black populations exceeding
2 million.

Figure 7.
States with a Black Population
of 1 Million or More: 1990
(Thousands)
New York

2,859

California

2,209

Texas

2,022

Florida

1,760

Georgia

1,747

Illinois

1,694
1,456

North Carolina
Louisiana

1,299

Michigan

1,292

Maryland

1,190

Virginia

1,163

Ohio

1,155

Pennsylvania

1,090

South Carolina

1,040

New Jersey

1,037

Alabama

1,021

In 1990, we were better educated and
more of us were staying in school.

Figure 8.
Educational Attainment
by Sex: 1990

The proportion of Blacks 25 years old and over
completing high school rose from 51 percent in
1980 to 63 percent in 1990. In 1940, only 7 perĆ
cent of Blacks 25 years old and over had comĆ
pleted high school. Among the Black population,
a slightly higher proportion of females (64 perĆ
cent) than males (62 percent) had completed
high school.

(Percent 25 years old
and over)

Eleven percent of Blacks, compared with
22 percent of Whites had earned at least a
bachelor's degree in 1990. The correspondĆ
ing figures for 1980 were 8 percent and
17 percent, respectively.

White

Total
63.1

High school
graduate or higher

77.9
11.4

Bachelor's
degree or higher

The high school dropout rate for Blacks declined
from 16 percent in 1980 to 14 percent in 1990.
In 1990, 2 million Blacks were enrolled in college,
1 1/2 times the number in 1980. Twelve percent
of Black females and 11 percent of Black males
25 years old and over had at least a bachelor's
degree in 1990.

Black

21.5

Female
63.8

High school
graduate or higher

77.4
11.7

Bachelor's
degree or higher

18.4

Male
62.2

High school
graduate or higher
Bachelor's
degree or higher

78.5
11.0
25.3
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Greater proportions of us are postponĆ
ing marriage or not marrying at all.
FortyĆfour percent of Black men were never marĆ
ried in 1990, compared with 41 percent in 1980.
For Black women, the figures were 38 percent
and 34 percent, respectively.
Since 1980, there has been a 27 percent inĆ
crease in the number of young Black adults
15 years old and over who never married.
In 1990, a higher proportion of Black men, nearly
4 of every 10, than Black women, about 3 of evĆ
ery 10, were married. In addition, four times as
many Black women as Black men were widowed.
The proportion of divorced Black men increased
from 6 percent in 1980 to 8 percent in 1990, while
the proportion of divorced Black women inĆ
creased from 9 percent to 11 percent.

Figure 9.
Marital Status of Blacks by Sex: 1990
(Percent 15 years old and over)
Male
Female
44.4

Never
married

38.3
38.5

Married,
except
separated

30.9
5.5

Separated
7.5
3.3
Widowed
11.9
8.3

A larger proportion of Black women than Black
men were separated.

Divorced

The number of Black families
increased from 6 million in 1980 to
7 million in 1990.
Nearly oneĆhalf of Black families were marriedĆ
couple families compared with more than fourĆ
fifths of White families.
Our families are not as large as they used to be.
The average number of persons per family
dropped from 3.7 persons in 1980 to 3.5 persons
in 1990.
Since 1980, the number of Black male and Black
female nonfamily households (persons living
alone or with someone unrelated) increased by
25 percent and 30 percent, respectively.
Single parents have become more common.
More than half of Black children under 18 years
old lived in oneĆparent families in 1990, up from
47 percent in 1980.
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Figure 10.
Type of Family: 1990

Black

(Percent of families)

White

48.8

MarriedĆ
couple
families

83.0

43.7

Female
householder
families, no
husband
present

Male
householder
families, no
wife
present

12.7

7.5

4.3

We were less likely than Whites to
participate in the labor force in 1989.

Figure 11.
Labor Force Participation Rates
by Sex: 1989

Of the 21 million Blacks 16 years old and over,
63 percent were in the labor force in 1989,
2 percentage points below the 65 percent rate
for both the White and total populations.

(Percent 16 years old and over)

SixtyĆseven percent of Black males 16 years old
and over were in the labor force in 1989
compared with 75 percent of White males.
The proportion of Black women in the labor force
increased from 53 percent in 1979 to 60 percent
in 1989. Their participation rate was higher than
that for White women.
In 1979, the Black unemployment rate was about
twice that of Whites. Ten years later, our unemĆ
ployment rate was more than twice that of Whites,
13 percent and 5 percent, respectively.

Black
White

62.7
Both sexes
65.4

66.5
Male
75.2

59.5
Female
56.3

Figure 12.
Major Occupations for Blacks by
Sex: 1990

In 1990, we numbered 13 million in the
labor force.
In 1990, 6.8 million Black women and 6.2 million
Black men were in the civilian labor force. More
Black men than Black women were in the
Armed Forces.
A smaller proportion of Black men than Black
Black women were managers and professionals.
Larger percentages of Black women also worked
in technical, sales, and administrative support
and in service occupations than did Black men.
However, a larger proportion of Black men
than Black women were employed as operators,
fabricators, and laborers; in precision production,
craft, and repair jobs; and in farming, forestry,
and fishing occupations.

Male

(Percent distribution of employed
persons 16 years old and over)
13.2

Managerial
and
professional

19.5

Technical,
sales, and
administrative
support

18.1
37.9
18.9

Service

Farming and
forestry
Precision
production,
craft, and
repairs
Operators,
fabricators,
and
laborers

Female

24.9
2.8
0.4
14.2
2.4
30.5
12.4
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We were heavily concentrated in
certain jobs.
In 1990, 22 percent of all Black managers and
professionals were teachers. The majority of both
Black male and Black female teachers were eleĆ
mentary school teachers.
Nearly 3 out of every 10 Black females employed
in technical, sales, and administrative support
jobs were cashiers, secretaries, and typists.
Half of Black females employed in service ocĆ
cupations were nursing aides, orderlies and atĆ
tendants, cooks, janitors, and cleaners.

Figure 13.
Selected Occupational Groups for
Blacks by Sex: 1990
(Thousands)
Female
369

Teachers

346

Cashiers
294

Secretaries
Nursing aides,
orderlies, and
attendants

476
193

Cooks

Male

ThirtyĆone percent of Black males were operaĆ
tors, fabricators, and laborers. Of these, 30 perĆ
cent were truckdrivers, assemblers, and stock
handlers and baggers. Within service occupaĆ
tions, 45 percent of Black males were employed
as janitors and cleaners or as cooks; and 12 perĆ
cent as guards and police, except public service.

Teachers

110
342

Truckdrivers
136

Assemblers

338

Janitors
194

Cooks

Our income reflects our education,
our job opportunities, and our family
composition.
In 1989, the median income for all Black
families was $22,430 and it was about $21,110 in
1979. Family income reflects several factors,
such as family composition, the number of workĆ
ers in the family, educational attainment, and
job opportunities.
The 1989 median income for Black families mainĆ
tained by women was only $12,520, 37 percent
of the $33,540 median income for Black marriedĆ
couple families.
The large number of Black families maintained
by women with no husband present and the
often low incomes of these families contributed
to the lack of improvement in the median family
income of Blacks.
ThirtyĆthree percent of Black families had one
worker in 1989, 37 percent had two workers, and
13 percent had three or more workers.
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Figure 14.
Median Family Income by Type of
Family for Blacks: 1979 and 1989
(In 1989 dollars)

1979
1989

$21,110
All families
$22,430

$29,320

MarriedĆ
couple
families

Female
householder
families, no
husband
present

$33,540

$12,180

$12,520

Our poverty rates improved only slightly
between 1979 and 1989, from 29.9 perĆ
cent to 29.5 percent.

Figure 15.
Poverty Rates for Black Persons and
Families: 1989

We made significant progress in several areas
during the past decade, but partially due to reĆ
cessions, our poverty rates from 1979 to 1989
declined by less than half a percentage point.

(Percent)

In 1989, 8.4 million Black persons were poor,
compared with 19.0 million Whites. The poverty
rate for Whites was 10 percent in 1989 and
9 percent in 1979.
About 2 million, or 26 percent, of all Black famiĆ
lies had money incomes below the poverty level
in 1989.
In 1989, 45 percent of Black female householders
and 11 percent of marriedĆcouple families were
poor. These family types accounted for 94 perĆ
cent of all poor Black families. The correspondĆ
ing figures for White families were 23 percent and
5 percent.
Note: The Federally defined poverty level does not
include noncash benefits such as housing, food, and
medical assistance.

Related
children
under 18
years old

SeventyĆtwo percent of Blacks residing in rural
areas owned their own homes compared with
40 percent of urban Blacks.
Inside metropolitan areas, 41 percent of Black
householders were homeowners, compared with
59 percent of those outside metropolitan areas.

31.9

26.3

Families

MarriedĆ
couple
families

11.0

Female
householder,
no husband
present

44.5

Figure 16.
Tenure: 1990

The number of homes owned by Blacks inĆ
creased from 3.7 million in 1980 to 4.3 million
in 1990.

The median value of our homes in 1990 was
$50,700, compared with $80,200 for White homeĆ
owners. The median value of Black homes was
about 56 percent of the White median home valĆ
ue in 1980, but grew to 63 percent in 1990.

39.5

Persons
65 years old
and over

Over 4 million of us owned our own
homes in 1990.

By 1990, 43 percent of Blacks lived in homes
they either owned or were buying, compared with
68 percent for Whites. The proportion of Black
homeowners has remained relatively stable over
the past 20 years.

29.5

Persons

Black householder

(Percent)

White householder

43.4
Owner
occupied
68.2

56.6
Renter
occupied
31.8

Seventeen percent of Black housing units were
occupied by a person 65 years old and over
compared with 23 percent of White housing units.
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Information in this report is based on the 1990 Census
of Population and Housing. Estimated population and
housing unit totals based on tabulations from only the
sample tabulations may differ from the official 100Ćpercent
counts. Such differences result, in part, from collecting
data from a sample of households rather than all houseĆ
holds. Differences also can occur because of the interĆ
view situation and the processing rules differing between
the 100Ćpercent and sample tabulations. These types of
differences are referred to as nonsampling errors.
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